RECALL
You can picture the scene, someone standing in the centre of a public park
yelling: “Rover, get here now!” angrily at the top of their voice. Rover stops
sniffing and looks up to see that his owner is where he left him and moves on
to the next smell. The owner, noting his pet’s defiance yells louder. Rover is
now reluctant to return to the owner knowing that he will be reprimanded for
not returning sooner.
There are many reasons why this owner’s recall is ineffective.
1. Never use an angry tone of voice or punish the dog when it returns to you,
this will only serve to make your dog less willing to return next time.
2. If relying on the dog’s name to obtain a recall it is important that its name is
not used on other occasions. If Rover hears his name frequently and is not
expected to come to the owner on those occasions, he may not associate
his name with a recall.
• If you prefer to use the dog’s name as a recall do not use it on other
occasions.
• A whistle is an alternative. It has the advantage of being heard at greater
distances and can then be used for all members of the family.
3. In order to get a good recall response you need to become more exciting
than the object that has your dog’s attention. Remember “Bores are
ignored”. Stopping the excited praising before your dog is with you may
mean that you become less interesting and the dog will return to what he
was previously doing. Make sure that you have your dog on the lead before
you stop praising.

4. Movement attracts dogs so tapping your hand on your leg at puppy nose
height with a treat in your fingers will encourage the dog to come close to
you. You must also show that you are delighted that your dog has come
back.
STAGE 1
In the house or in the garden get someone to hold the dog’s collar whilst you
walk away with a treat. Tap the treat repeatedly on your leg using the recall
command or whistle. When the dog taps its nose against your tapping hand
you can turn the hand round around against your leg, say “good come here”
and give the dog the treat. The free hand catches the collar whilst the dog eats
the treat so that they get used to being caught hold of when they are called.
STAGE 2
Repeat Stage 1 with titbits and toys, maintaining excitement when your dog
comes to you. Be careful only to use the command when you have the best
chance of success.
STAGE 3
Repeat Stage 1 randomly on walks and in the house. When on walks use the
recall every so often so that it does not signify the end of the walk. Call you
dog, reward it for coming, put it on the lead and then let it off again. Always
give lots of praise when your dog is coming to you.
Increase your appeal to the dog by hiding every so often on your walk. Your
dog will be less willing to run off if you are not there when he looks. You will
find that you dog looks to see where you are more often. Praise him when he
turns to look at you. Another tip is to call your dog and then run backwards or
in the opposite direction. You will find that you dog comes running and should
be praised for doing so.

An association should develop between the recall command or whistle and
running to you for a reward.
STAGE 4
Begin to use the recall command or whistle in more challenging situations.
Only when perfect at the previous stages. A good transition stage is to use an
extending lead or long line. With the lead extended and slack you will still have
control of the dog but give it a bit of leeway to practise the recall.

